(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Saharsky, Nicole A (OSG)
Saharsky, Nicole A
Friday, January 02,2009.1:31 PM
Kneedler, Edwin S
FW: NKEN- request for Information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

--_.-------_.
From: Neiman-Kelting,' Melissa (CIV)
Sent: Friday, January 02, 200~ 7:24 AM
To: SaharskYI Nicole A
Cc: Neiman-Kelting; Melissa (CIV)
Subject:
NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

fW:

Nicole,
Pet the comments we sent over on Monday, I sent DHS an email requesting information on how an alien returns to the
US if he is removed during the adjudication of his PFR and is ultimately successful. The response is below.

From: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, December 31,2.0085:13 PM
To: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (OV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
CC! Keener, Donald (OV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(OV)i (b)(2) & (b)(6) (CrV}i (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for information

---,----

On the other question of how we handle aliens who have been removed while a PFR is' pending, the consensus is that the
alien Is paroled back in. Here's the comment I got back from. ELD, but I also checked with CBP and they concur with this
process.
As we all know there is·no statute that directly addresses the Issue, and given that CBP will not simply let the person pass
through inspection based upon the pfrgrant, we have relied on parole·under section 212(d)(5). I don't believe that ICE
has established a "procedure" per se, but has handled them on a case by case basis. The process is generally that ICE
. grants the parole and. s.ends a Cglble to the consulate or embassy nearest tothe.alien with instructions to Issue a travel·
document/boarding letter to the alien. The alien must supply his/her own transportation to the U.S., and if the alien was in
dete!1tion prior to deportation, the alien is returned to detention upon arrival at the POE..
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,
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Saharsky, Nicole A (OSG)
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Neiman-Kelting. Melissa (CIV)
Friday, January 02, 2009 2:29 PM
Saharsky. Nicole A; Kneedler, Edwin S
Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV); Keener, Donald (CIV)
FW: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

Nicole and Ed.
Here is DHS' response. It appears that the process is followed in any case where a successful petitioner wants to return
t.o the US. not limited to cases where the court grants relief outright.
MeHssa

--------------_.

From: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
@dhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, January 02,20092:13 PM
To: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)
Cc: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Keener, Donald (CIV)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for in,formation- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

I don't have Ed's email address, so can't cc:him.
There isnot a large volume of these cases, and we generally handle them on a by-request basis. But, anytime
the BIA decision is vacated, I would believe the alien could ask to 'come back to the US to have the former
status restored. It should be noted that most of these cases involve criminal aliens. We return the alien to the
custody situation from which the alien was removed. There have been several cases I've been involved in
where the alien opts to reside outside the US to continue proceedings.

From: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV) [(b)(2) & (b)(6)
@usdoj.qov]
Sent: Friday, January 02,20091:47 PM
To: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
.
Cc: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Keener, Donald (CIV); Neiman':Kelting, Melissa (CIV)
. Subject~ FW: NKEN- request for information- reentry .of aliens with successful PFR
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Please see Nicole's follow-up inquiry.

From: Spharsky, Nicole A

Sent: Friday! January-02, 2009 1:40 PM
To;.Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (eIV)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR
Can you ask DHS if this process is followed if the case gets remanded back to the BIA, or only if the court of appeals
grants relief outright?' Please cc Ed on the response,
'
.. ,-----_.._ - From: Neiman-Kelting" Melissa (CIV)
, sent: Friday, January 02 1 2009 7:24 AM
TO: 5aharsky, Nicole A
,
Cc: .Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (OV)
Subject: FW': NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

---_._---_

Nicole.

Per the comments we sent over on Monday, I sent DHS an email requesting information on how an alien returns to the
during the adjudication of his PFR and is ultimately successful. The response is below.

us if he is removed

From: (b)(2) & (b)(6)

@dhs.gov]

Sent~ Wednesday, December 31,20085:13 PM

To: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Cc: Keener, Donald (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6) (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6) (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for information
On the other question of how we handle aliens who have been removed ~hile a PFR is pending, the consensus is that the
alien is paroled back in. Here's the cO'mment I got back from ELD, but I also checked with CBP and they concur with this
process.
As we all knpw there is no statute that directly addresses the issue, and giv~n that CBP will not simply let the person pass
th,rough inspection based upon the pfr grant, we have relied on parole under section 212(d}(5). I don't believe that ICE
has established a 'procedure" per se, but has handled them on a case by case basis. The process is generally that ICE
grants the parole and sends a cable to the conSUlate or embassy nearest to the alien with instructions to issue a travel
document/boarding letter to the alien. The alien must supply his/her own transportation to the U. S.. and if the allen was In
detention prior to deportation, the alien is returned to detention upon arrival at the POE.
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Kn~edler!

Edwin S (OSG)

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Saharsky, Nicole A
Monday, January 05, 2009 6:44 PM
Kneedler, Edwin S
FW: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

I think we need to try to rework this language. I am concerned that Just saying parole doesn't really encompass what we
do.
'

From: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
dhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 6:32 PM
To: Saharsky, Nicole Ai Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
.
Cc: Keenerl Donald (eIV)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request fDr information~ reentry of aliens with successful PFR

{DHS)i(b)(2) & (b)(6) (OHS)i

I think we're ok with removal of the language. But, this is more because the practice can be a bit confusing
because it's based upon the staius of the alien at the time of the removal. For example, an alien who was an
overstay seeking asylum who is removed, and then rerurned, doesn't have a status to revert to, so would be in
effect in a parole status (although for practical purposes the removal proceedings would continue with the alien
as charged originally). But. if an alien were in LPR status, and the basis for loss of the LPR status was the
removal order which is subsequently vacated by a PFR grant, then the alien would, in essence, be returned to
that LPR status upon his return. In Leocal, Lisa indicated that we helped facilitate the alien's return by giving
him a boarding letter, though, and did not send him his green card in Haiti.
From: Saharsky, Nicole A(b)(2) & (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 5:54 PM

@usdoj.gov]
.

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
To: Nelman-Keltingl Melissa (CIV)i
Cc: Keener, Donald (CIV)·
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens w1th successful PFR
Just as a follow up, if DH$ is comfortable with the "status they had at the time" language and we can be more
concrete/provide a citation, we'll leave It In. But we don't want to open ourselves up to trouble.

From: Nelman-Keltlngt Melissa (crV)
Sent: Monday, January 05, 2009 5:47 PM
To: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(DHS); (b)(2) & (b) (DHS); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Cc: Saharsky, Nicole A; Keener, Donald (CIV); Neiman-Kelting;(6)Melissa (CIV)
,
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for Informatlon- reentry of aliens with successful PFR

Importance: High
We have a question about the language in bofdlitalics (!'lfound page 41):

"By policy and practice, the government accords aliens, who were removed pending ju~icial review but then prevailed
before the courts, effective relief by, int6r alia, facilitating the aliens' return to the United states and according them the
status they had at the time of removal. See 8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(5). Amici hypothesize a number of instances In which

aliens could be harmed in their home countries while awaiting judicial review, but application of the Section 1252(f)(2)
standard readily accommodates stays in those extraordinary cases. If an alien can demonstrate that he actually will be
persecuted or tortured If removf:}d to his home country, removal would be "prohibited as a matter of law" under the INA's
withholding of removal prOVision, 8 U.S.C. 1231,.and the CAT. There are, therefore, no "grave and doubtful" Suspension

Clause concerns, Jones v. United States, 526 U,S. 227, 239 (1999), that mandate the choice 01 one stay standard over
another."

Unless we can provide a mora concrete explanation of what it means to return someone to "the status they had at the
time of removal" and provide citations in support, OSG would prefer to remove this language and simply state that the
aliens can return via parole with a citation to 8 U.S.C. 1182~d){5).
Please let me know ASAP If DHS has any objection to this deletion.
Many thanks,

Metissa

(b)(2) & (b)(6) @dhs.gov]
January 02,20092:13 PM
To: Neiman-KeltIng, Melissa (eIV)
Cc: (b)(2) & (b)(6) Keener, Donald (CIV)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for Informatlon- reentry of aliens with successful PFR
From:

Sent~ Friday,

I don't have Ed's email address, so can't cc:him.
There is not a large volume of these cases, and we generally handle them on a by-request basis. But, anytime
the BIA decision is vacated, I would believe the alien coul~ ask to come back to the US to have the former
status restored. It should be noted that most ofthese cases involve criminal aliens. We return the alien to the
custody situation from which the alien was removed. There have been several cases I've been involved in
where the alien opts to reside outside the US to continue proceedings.
----.--------~-~-----~-.--------

From: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (crV) [(b)(2) & (b)(6)
Sent: Friday, January 02,20091:47 PM
To: (b)(2) & (b)(6)

..----.---..

------.----------~-

@usdoj.gov]

Cc: (b)(2) & (b)(6) Keener, Donald {CIV)i Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)

SUbject: FW: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Please sea Nicole's follow-up Inquiry.

from: Saharsky, Nicole A
Sent: Friday, January 02, 2009 1:40 PM
To: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for Information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR
Can you ask DHS If this process Is foilowed if the case gets remanded back to the BIA, or only if the court of appeals
grants relief outright? Please !X Ed on the response.
.

--_.._--_._-----_._--

..-----

~--~

From; Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (eIV)
Sent: friday, January 02,20097:2.4 AM
To~ Saharsky, Nicole A
Cc: Neiman-Kelting, MelIssa (CIV)
Subject: FW: NKEN- request for information- reentry of aliens with successful PFR
Nicole,
Per the comments we sent over on Monday, I sent DHS an email requesting information on how an aiten relurns to the
US if he is removed during the adjudication of his PFR and is ultimately successful. The response is below.
2

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
----From:

---------------------------------------------dhs.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, December 31,20085:13 PM
To: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)i (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Cc= Keener, Donald (CrV); (b)(2) & (b)(6) (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6) (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
Subject: RE: NKEN- request for InformatIon
On the other question of how we handle aliens who have been removed while a PFR is pending. the consensus Is that the
alien Is paroled back in. Here's the comment I got back from ELD, but I also checked with CBP and they concur with this
process.
As we all know there is no statute that directly addresses the Issue. and given that CBP will not simply lat the person pass
through inspection based upon the pfr grant, we have relied on parole under section 212(d}(5). I don't believe that ICE
has established a "procedure" per set but has handled them on a case by case basis. The process is generally that ICE .
grants the parole and sends a cable to the consulate or embassy nearest to the allen with Instructions to issue a travel
document/boarding letter to the allen. The allen must $upply hisfher own transportation to the U.S., and if the allen was In
detention prior to deportation. the alien Is returned to detention upon arrival at the POE.
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Kneedler, Edwin 5 (OSG)
From:
Sent:
To:
Co:
Subject:

Saharsky, Nicole A
Tuesday, January 06, 2009 11: 19 AM
(b)(2) & (b)(6) (DHS); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
; Kneedler, Edwin S;
FW: DHS chart for Nken

Neiman~Kelting,

Mellsaa (CIV)

DHSfolks:
The AI LA amicus brief cites (page 8 note 7) a number of cases In which the Eleventh Circuit has denied a stay but
granted relief on the merits to the alien. A chart summarizing these cases is attached. For each of them, could you let us
know (a) whether the alien actually was removed; (b) if SO, if/how DHS let them return to the United States; and (c ) what
was the ultimate disposition of the case? The amicus brief states that one allen who prevailed in the 11 th Circuit was
actually removed after his stay was denied (Alzate-Zu leta) , but does nollndicate whether he was returned to the U.S.
The amicus brief also states that petitIoners in the Toska case were ultimately granted asylum after the 11th Cir. remand.
Hopefully DHS can verify these as well as provide information on the other cases. Ed would like to. have this information
as he prepares for oral argument.
Thanks,

Nicole

Chart for DHS in
Nken.wpd

Diana Toska, Gezim
Toska, Klevis
Toska, Anxhelina
Toska (A77-253-

Denied on

???

2/24/2006

077)

Denied on
Carlos Augusto
10/26/
Alzate-Zuleta,
2006
Francy Trujillo,
Julian David Alzate,
Carlos Augusto
Alzate-Truji lIo,
Natalia Alzate (A95255-313)

Amicus
bdefstates
that
petitioner
was
removed
after stay
was denied
???

Tijan Masire
Camara (A79-059207)

Denied on
917/2006

???

Remand to BIA
to reconsider
credibility
detennination
because 11 and
BIA failed to
consider
corroborating
evidence in first
instance; See
194 Fed. Appx.
767 (11 th Cir.
Sept. 6, 2006)
Vacate and
remand after
finding that
evidence
compelled
conclusion that
petitioners
suffered past
persecution;
remand to see if
govennnent can
rebut
presumption of
future
persecution;
See 238 Fed.
Appx.472
(June 22, 2007)
Vacated and
remanded to
BIA after
government
filed motion to
remand to BIA

Yes
(seeking
asylum
from
(b)(6)

Amicus
Brief states
that
petitioners
ultimately
granted
asylum on
June 9,
2008;

?17

Yes
(seeking
asylum
from
Colombia)

???

???

???

Kneedler! Edwin S (OSG)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Subject:
Attachments:

RE: DHS chart for Nken
Chart for DHS in Nken-apld (3).doc

@dhs.gov]
Tuesday, January 06,20095:19 PM
Saharsky, Nicole A; (b)(2) & (b)(6) (DHS); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6) Kneedler, Edwin S; Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Nicole,
Attached please find revised chart with most of the information filled In. We're still tracking down the outcome in Saliaj.
The aliens In 3 of the 6 cases were removed. Of those 3: in 1 the agency' couldn't track down respondent or his counsel;
in a 2nd ORO is working to return the aliens to the U.S.; in the 3rd - Camara - the alien ultimately (b)(6)
Camara presents an unusual scenario in that he was removed to a 3rd country, (b)(6) other than the one at issue in his
(b)(6)
Such 3rd country removals are rare.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

--- '-------- - --.---

.
.--...
.......
... .........
From: Saharsky, Nicole A(b)(2) & (b)(6)
@usdoj,gQv]
Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2009 11:19 AM
To:(b)(2) & (b)(6)
ee: (b)(2) & (b)(6)
; Kneedler, Edwin S; Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)
Subject: FW: DHS chart for Nken
.

------.---~

OHS folks:
The AILA amicus brief cites (page 8 note 7) a number of cases In which the Eleventh Circuit has denied a stay but
granted relief on the merits to the alien. A chart summarizing these cases is attached. For each of them, could you let us
know (a) whether the alien actually was removed; (b) if so, if/how DHS let them return to the United States; and (c) what
was the ultimate disposition of the case? The amicus brief states that one alien who prevailed in the 11 th Circuit was
actually removed after his stay was denied (Alzate-Zuleta), but does not indicate whether he was returned to the U.S.
The amicus brief also states that petitioners In the Toska case were (b)(6)
after the 11 th Clr, remand.
Hopefully OHS can verify these as well as provide information on the other cases. Ed would like to have this information
as he prepares for oral argument.
Thank~,

Nicole
----Chart for OHS in Nken.wpd»

1

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Kneedler, Edwin 5 fOSG)
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

(b)(2) & (b)(6)
Friday, January 09, 2009 3:57 PM
Kneedler, Edwin S; Saharsky. Nicole A
DHS Chart in Nken

-HIEd,
Please find attached the latest "DHS chart" for Nken regarding the cases cited In the AILA amicus brief (page 8 note 7) in
which the Eleventh Circuit denied a stay but thereafter granted relief on the merits to the alien. The notable change from
the last version that was sent around is that the outcome/disposition of the Salial case is now listed.
Have a good weekend I
Thanks,
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Chart for DHS in
Nken-1-9-09.d...

1

Nken v. Mukasey Chart for DHS

Case Namel
Alien Name

Stay of
RemovalGrant
ed or Denied?

WasA!ien
Remoyed After
Stay I!eg,ied?

11th Circuit's Decision

Sergio Omar
Beldorati (A97927-591)

Denied on
11912007

vwpp removal
to Argentina on
1124/2007 (11 tb.
Crr. notified in
advance of
imminent
removal)

Remand to BIA to
determine whether alien
suffered past persecution
(was not addressed by
IJIBIA); See 228 Fed.
Appx. 952 (11 tb. Crr.
June 21,2007)

Edi Saliaj (A77636-927)

Denied on
9/14/2006

Not removed.
(Saliaj was
previously
removed on
9/21/2000 and
tried to re-enter
in 2002. leading

Remand to IT to
determine whether alien
suffered past persecution
because IT did not
address that; See 242
Fed. Appx. 642 (11th
Crr. June 20, 2007)

Involve
AsYlum
Claim?

Ultimate Disnosition/Was
Alien Returned to U.S. if
l!reviousl! removed?

3/10/2008: BIA remand to IJ.
7/1612008: IJ oral decision
denying
noting on
minute order. "Addressing
(b)(6)
is meaningless as
respondent's stay of removal
was
denied by II th Circuit and
aVWPP
the
respondent
has been
violator he was
and ''No
removed"
in "asylum
communication from any
only"
counsel on behalf of
pro~eedings. ]
respondent"
212912008: BIA remand to IJ.
Yes (seeking
1212412008: An IJ ordered
asylum from
removal
after denying Saliaj's
Albania)
applications
for
,
[ERJcredible
(b)(6)
fear ref~rral]
(App~ due 1123/09)
Asylum denied
as untimely.
Seeking WfH
underlNA §
241 (b)(3) from
Argentina [As

to the instant

case.)
Diana Toska,
GeZim Toska,
Klevis Toska,
Anxhelina Toska
(A77-253-077)

Denied on
212412006

Not removed. 1166 surrender
letter sent on
212712006, but
alien did not
show.

Yes (seeking
Remand to BIA to
asylum from
reconsider credibility
detennination because IT (b)(6)
and BIA failed, to
consider corroborating
evidence in first instance;
See 194 Fed. Appx. 767
(l1th Cir. Sept. 6,2006

4127/2007: BIA remand to IJ.
Petitioners ultimately granted
(b)(6) on June 9, 2008

Carlos Augusto
Alzate-Zuleta,
Francy Trujillo,
Julian David
Alzate, Carlos
Augusto AlzateTrujillo, Natalia
Alzate (A95-2S5313)
Tijan Masire
Camara (A79059-207)

Denied on
10/2612006

Petitioner and
bistwo sons
removed after
stay was denied.

1011212006:
arrested by
FugOps.
111912006:
removed.
Denied on
91712006

9/12/2006:
reported per
surrender letter.
Returned with
passport and
plane ticket, as
requested.
Removed to

Vacate and remand after
finding that evidence
compelled conclusion
that petitioners suffered
past persecution; remand
to see if government can
rebut presumption of
future persecution; See
238 Fed. Appx. 472
(June 22, 2007)

denied
Vacated and remanded to
as untimely.
BIA after government
filed motion to remand to Seeking
(b)(6)
BLA

.

(b)(6)

A1 Hafiz Jivan
(A98-498-409)

Granted on
2/412008 ''in
light of the
government's
notice of nonopposition"
(VD expired on
2110/2008)

Not removed.
Not in custody
(reporting as
required).

Yes (seeking
asylum from
Colombia)

10115/2007: BIA remand to D.
Mother and daughter in the
U.S.; DRO to pick-up and
bring back Petitioner and SODS.
Next hearing: 5121/2009.

6121/2007: BIA remand to U.
1117/2007: IJ determined that
further testimony not necessary
[petitioner would have been
brought to a POE if testimony
was necessary]. Denied
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Vacate and remand to
BrA with directions to
remand to U

No

Circuit Court remand is
pending at the BIA (as of
10/6/2008)

Saharsky, Nic;ote A (OSG)
From:

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Sent:
To:

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

@dhs.govj
Friday. January 16,200911:64 AM

Subject:

(b)(2) & (b)(6) (DHS); Saharsky, Nicole k, Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)
FW: Nken v. Mukasey, questions from the moot

(DHS)'
,

All,
There are quite a few email chainsgoingaround.soIwant to make sure tllat everyone is on the same page.
Below is our latest answer to the issue of returning aliens who are removed while a PFR is pending.
If the alien was lawfully residing in the US, or the alien's presence is required for continued proceedings, then

yes, DBS will facilitate the alien's return to the US. But, where cases can be resolved without the alien's return,
then we don't facilitate the alien's return (an example might be an lAC claim that was remanded to the Board
b~cause the Board failed to indicate in its decision that it considered an u!en's specific argument. that can be
resolved by re:brlefing to the Board). It should also be noted that the alien is returned to the custody status from
which he was removed. In my personal experience, many aliens have declined to come back to the US because
they do not want to be return~d to custody after having been at liberty in their native land. The alien is
responsible for paying his way back if the removal was proper at the time it occurred. As a matter of internal
institutional convenience, DHS paroles the alien back into the US (CBP requires parole), However, ifthe alien'
had legal standing prior to removal that would have been lost because ofilie removal, the alien is treated for
practical purposes as ifhe had not lost that legal standing. Thus, an alien who was an LPR and removed. then
returns after a PFR would have the parole paperwork executed, but upon return would be treated as an LPR as if
the removal had not happened. For an overstay. the alien would continue to be treated as an overstay in removal
proceedings after he returns, although the parol~ would be the document that effectuated his en1J:y into the US if
he had come back.

to

(b)(2) & (b)(6)

1

J

.Saharsky, Nicole A (OSG)
Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV)

From:

Friday, January 16.20092:19 PM.

Sent:
To:
Co;
Subject:
Attachments!

Kneedler, ,Edwin S; Saharsky. Nicole A
Neiman-Kelting. Melissa (CIV)
NKEN- DHS Follow.ups
Nken Responses to SQ Questlons.qoc

DHS responses to outstanding questions. They are stlll putting some language together to address the concern raised at
the end of Wednesday's moot regarding the small percentage of actual removals. It should be ready by the end of the
day.
.
Thank you,
Melissa

From:
dhs.gov]
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
sent: FrldaYI January 161 2009 1:52 PM
-rQ: Neiman-Kelting, Melissa (CIV); (b)(2) & (b)(6)
(b)(2) & (b)(6)
Cc:
(DHS)i
Subject: RE: Follow-up for OSG on hurdles to removal .

DHS)

Melissa.
Here are the answers we have been able to prepare. ICE· did the work on these•.
I have it pasted In the email and attached as MS Word.
(b)(2) & (b)(6)

Responses to questions from OSG arising from the first Nken moot on 1/14/09
1. In any case in which DIiS has removed an alien in violation ofa court-orderea"stay, has DHS been held
in .contempt ofcourt?

Each year, approximately 34 aliens are erroneously removed while a stay of removal is in effect. (This
is an estimate based upon ex.perience, not readily available statistical data.) It is the consensus among
the individuals consulted at lCB, that DHS has never been held in contempt of court as a :result of its
actions. The erroneous removal of aliens during the pendency of a stay is almost exclusively
attributable to miscommunication or· human clerical error. This could be the reason why DHS has not,
been held in contempt of court for its actions.
'2. How is an alien who is physically removedfrom the United States during the pendency of a petition for
review returned to the United States ifthe petiiion for review is sustained?
If the alien was lawfully residing in the U.S. prior to the removal order which was vacated by the
petition for review, or the alien's preSence is required for continued proceedings, then DRS will
facilitate the alien's return to the U.S. Where cases can be resolved without the alien's return, then DRS
does not facilitate the alien's return (an example might be an ineffective assistance of counsel claim that
was remanded to the Board of Immigration Appeals (Board) because the Board failed to indicate in its
decision that it considered an alien's specific argument).

It should be noted that the alien is returned to tne custody status in which he was prior to his removal.
As such, many aliens have declined to return to the U.S. because they do not want to be returned to
custody after having been at liberty in their country of origin.
The alien is responsible for paying any expenses incurred in returning to the U.S. if the removal was
proper at the time it occurred. As a matter ofintemal institutional convenience, DRS paroles the
alien baole into the U.S. Meanwhile, if the alien had lawful immigration status (i.e. permanent resident
status) prior to his removal, the alien is treated for practical purposes as ifhe had never lost that status.

3. How much detention space (number ofbeds) does DHS have?
On an average day, ICE houses an average of29,786 aliens. (DHS is trying to obtain the actual number
of beds available.)

4.

If an alien is removed during the pendency ofa petition for review, but' succeeds on the pe~tio~ for
review, does DHS apply the ground o/inadmissibility under 8 USC 1182(a)(9)(AJlINA § 212(a)(9)(A)?
8 USC 1182(a)(9)(B)/INA § 212(a)(9)(B)?
[DHS hopes that there are no :reference to 8 USC 1182(a)(9) but provides these answers in case they
do.] Such alien would not be rendered inadmissible under 8 USC 1182(a)(9)(A) (aliens previously
removed) because the alien's removal was ultimately deemed unlawful. Such an alien would not be
deemed inadmissible pursuant to 8 USC 1182{a)(9)(B) (unlawful presence) because as they are paroled
back into the U.S., even ifICE a.llows them to return to lawful permanent resident status (not an issue
for Nken), they are not examined for admissibility. It is an unresolved issue whether 1182(a)(9)(B)
would apply for seeking adjushnenf of status fo~lowing parole.

5. What is the percentage ofaliens that are removed while a petition Jar review is pending in theil' case?

[DHS is still trying to get an answer]
6. What is the number a/fugitive aliens in th'e U.S. (i.e., aliens present in the United States with

outstandingfinal order ofremaval)?
As of October I, 2007~ ICE's fugitive case backlog consisted of 594,756 aliens. On October 1,2006,
_.. .... . . - .
. ICE's fugitive case backlog consisted of 632,726."
7. How does DBS decide to issue a "call-in letter or a "bag and baggage letter" to an alien withafinal
II

order ofremolJal? What percentage ofaliens comply with such letters?
[DHS is stiU trying to get an answer]

8. .Does DRS attempt to obtain travel docwnentsJor aliens prior to sending such.letters?
DHS does not attempt to obtain a travel document for an alien until the alien is in detention. Often
times, the travel documents issued for purposes ofremoval of an alien have' a short v8:1idity. Some
countries will not issue a second travel document if the flrst expires.

9. What is the total number of aliens removedfi'6m the United States each yeal'? (Ifpossible, distinguish
between traditional removal proceedings, expedited removal, administrative removal, reinstatements,
etc.)
2

..
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2007, ICE removed 276,912 aliens from the United States This figure includes
40,534 individuals that returned voluntarily. Of the total aliens removed) 102,777 were fugitives.

Questions Specific to Nken

v

1. Is Nken cw-rentiy detained?
Yes, Nken is currently detained at the Howard County Detention Center in Jessup, MD.
2. How long has he been detained?

Nken was taken into detention on August '9, 2006. He'has been detained at the Howard County
Detention Center since May 30, 2008.

3. Are there any reasons why DHS did not attempt to remove him in the years since he was first .
ordered removed (other than the time that he physically resisted removal and his current refusal to
help get travel documents)?
On March 04. ;2005, Nken was ordered removed by an Immigration Judge. It was not until his
appeal was dismissed by the Board on June 16, 2006, that DHS had the legal authority to remove
him. Since this date, Nken has filed a number of motions to reopen and petitions for review.

4. What caused ICE to pursue Nken IS removal when it did?
Nken was arrested when he appeared at the USCIS Baltimore District Office for an interview on the
Petition for Alien Relative (Form I-130) fJled on Iris behalf by his wife.
'.,
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Responses to questions from OSG arising from the first Nken moot on 1/14/09

1. In any case in which DRS has removed an alien in violation of a court-ordered
stay, has DRS been held in contempt ofcourt?
Each year, approximately 3-4 aliens are erroneously remove~ while a stay of
removal is in effect. (This is an estimate based upon experience, not readily
,available statistical data.) It is the consensus among the lndividuals consulted at
ICE, that DHS has never been held in contempt of COUl't as a result of its actions.
The erroneous removal of aliens during the pendency of a stay is almost
exclusively attributable to miscommunication or human clerical error. This could
be the reason wh.y DHS has not been held in contempt of court for its actions.
2. How is an alien who is physically removedfrom the United States during the

pendency ofa petition for review returned to the United States if the petition for
review is sustained?
If the alien was lawfully residing in the U.S. pdor to the removal order which was
vacated'by the petition for review, or the alien's presence is required for
continued proceedings, then DRS Will facilitate the alien's return to the U.S.
Where cases can be resolved without the alien's return, thenDHS does not
facilitate the alien's return (an example might be an ineffective assistance of
counsel claim that was remanded to the Board of Immigration Appeals (Board)
because the Board failed to indicate in its decision that it considered an alien's
specific argument).

It should be noted that the alien is returned to the custody status in which he was
prior to his removal. A2 such, many aliens have declined to return. to the U.S. '

because they do not want to be returned to custody after havlllg been at liberty in
their country of origin.
The alien is responsible for paying any expenses incurred in returning to the U.S.
if the removal was proper at the time it occurred. As a matter of internal
institutional convenience, DRS paroles the alien back into the U.S. Meanwhile, if
the alien had lawful immigration status (Le. permanent resident status) prior to his
removal, the alien is treated for practical purposes as ifhe had never lost that
status.

3. How mu~h detention space (number of beds) does DHS have?
On aU average day, ICE houses an average of29,786 aliens. (DHS is trying to
obtain the actual number of beds available.)

4.

Ifan alien is removed during the pendency of a petition for review, but succeeds
011

thepelitionfor review, does DHS apply the ground of inadmissibility under 8

USC 1J82(a)(9)(A)/INA § 212(a)(9)(A)? 8 USC 1182(a)(9)(B}IINA §
212(a)(9)(B)?

[DHS hopes that there are no .reference to 8 USC 1182(a)(9) but provides these
answers in case they do.] Such alien would not be rendered inadmissible under 8
USC 1182(a)(9)(A) (aliens previously removed) because the alien's removal was
ultimately deemed unla-wful. Such an alien would not be deemed inadnllssible
pursuant to 8 USC 1182(a)(9)(B) (unlawful presence) because as the.y are paroled
back into the U.S., even ifICE allows them to return to lawful pennanent resident
status (not an issue for Nken), they are not examined for admissibility. It is an
unresolved issue whether 1182(a)(9)(B) would apply for seeking adjustment of
status following parole.

5. What is the percentage ofaliens that are removed while a petition for review is
pending in their case?
.
[DHS is still trying to get an answer]

6. What is the number offugitive aliens in the U.S. (i. e" aliens present in the United
States with outstanding final order ofremoval) ?
As of October 1,2007, ICE's fugitive case backlog consisted of594,756 aliens.
On October 1, 2006, ICE's fugitive case backlog consisted of 632.726.

7. How does DHS decide to issue a "ca1l4n letter" or a "bag and baggage letter" to
an alien with afinal order ofremoval? What percentage ofaliens comply with
such letters?
[DHS is still trying to get an answer]
...

8. Does DRS attempt to obtain travel documents for aliens prior to sending such
letters?
DRS does not attempt to obtain a travel docum.ent for an alien until.the alien is in
detention. Often times, the travel documents issued for purposes of removal of au
alien have a sh.ort validity. Some countries will not issue a second travel '
document i{the first expires.

9. What is the total number of aliens removedfrom the United States each year? (If
possible, distinguish between traditional removal proceedings, expedited removal,
admilJlstrattve removal, reinstatements, etc.)
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2001, rCE removed 276.912 aliens from th.e United States
This figure includes 40,534 individuals that returned vofuntarily. Of the total
aliens removed, 102, 777 w~re fugitives,

